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Glamour Shot 
A Savannah Quarters home 

redefines coastal living 
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WHEN IT COMES to coastal design 
philosophies, it's easy to box it into 
rattan-filled spaces with weathered 
wooden touches for just about any home 
located along the Atlantic Coast from 
Florida to North Carolina. But when 
architect Reshma Shah Johnson and 
interior designer Christina Scharf of 
SHAH Architecture+ Interiors met with 
their new clients in Savannah Quarters, 
their notions of what a coasta] home was 
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really made of were challenged. 
"A lot of the imagery that the client 

was showing us was something very 
different than what we normally see," 
Scharf says. "It was traditional but 
glamorous." 

But Scharf and Johnson also acknowl

edged the fine line between glam and 
gaudiness. "You can take glitz too far," 
Scharf says. The goal, she says, was to 
deliver refined glamour that embodied the 

"This home is 
just an amazing, 

glamorous 
backdrop that 

allows the 
people of the 

house to be the 
focal point, as 

they sliould be." 
- ReshmaShah Johnson,

architect and founder of SHAH 
Architecture+ Interiors 

clients' sophisticated tastes. And the pair's 
success in doing so is evident from the 
home's threshold_ 

A luxurious foyer sets the tone, from 
the marble-tiled flooring to the impe-

rial staircase that opens into the main 
living space. There's a bit of fun, too, via 
geometric patterns echoed throughout 

the house in the golden chandeliers, 

patterned curtains and even the furniture 
placed in clusters, contrasting the open 
floor plan. Because of the client's large 

family and love of entertai11ing, this setup 
was a necessity. 

"You can't really have a conversation 
with a person who's sitting 20 feet away 
from you, so it's important to tighten 

up seating groups," says Johnson, who 
founded SHAH Architecture + Interiors. 
"Even though you're in thls big space, 
much like a hotel, you're still in an 
intimate setting," she says of the home's 
clustered seating arrangements. (The 
home movie theater, too, boasts an » 
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"[Gray] is a very relatable 
color. It goes with everything, 
especially when you're trying to 
marry lots of different textures." 
- ReshmaShah Jobnson

ABOVE: A powder room 

offers a place for guests 

to primp. 

LEFT: High-shine finishes 
and mesmerizing patterns 
punctuate the kitchen's 
serene color palette. 
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assortment of comfy chairs to fit every-
011e's needs and preferences.) 

In the sitting room, gold-infused wall 
tiles shine against the monochromatic 
color scheme. Although there is often a 
convergence of patterns, especially in 
rhe bathroom with its golden faucets, 
geometric backsplash and touches of 
greenery and marble, there is a literal 
silver lining in the predominantly gray 
color scheme that ties it all rogether. 
"l think it's a very relatablc color," 
Johnson says. "le goes with everything, 
especially when you're crying to marry 
lots of different textures." Indeed, the 
muted palette creates a seamless flow 
from room to roon1. 

The homeowners' Indian heritage 
was an equally important component of 
the final design, which includes a prayer » 
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"Even though ):Ou're in this big 
space, much hke a hotel, you're 
still in an intimate setting." 
-ReshmaShah Johnson

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE, 
A floating headboard anchors 

a tranquil, gray bedroom; 
intricate wallpaper in the 

bathroom complements the 
textured, gold backsplash 

above a double vanity, 
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room. Scharf and Johnson remember 

when the house was blessed, and 150 of 

the clients' closest family and friends 

gathered in the home in their Saris and 

traditional garb. Shah and Scharf were 

struck by bow, despite all its glamour, 

the dazzling home didn't take away from 

the guests mingHng inside. '"l'his home is 

just an amazing, glamorous backdrop that 

allows the people of the house to be the 

focal point, as they should be," Johnson 

says. Scharf concurs: "The people and the 

family are the art." O 
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Details 

Year built: 2018 

Number of bedrooms 

and bathrooms: 

4 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, 
1 women's powder room, 
1 men's powder room 

Time to complete build: 

2 years 

Architects/planners: 

SHAH Architecture 
& SHAH Studios LLC 

Interior designer: 

Christina Scharf, SHAH 
Architecture + Interiors 

Contractor/builder: 

Michael Rogers, 
Rogers Construction 

Tile/flooring: 

Savannah Hardscapes 

Paint/wallpaper: 

Sherwin Williams 

Windows/doors: 

Jeld-Wen 

Kitchen, bath and 

lighting design: SHAH 
Architecture + Interiors 

Landscaper: 

Neal Landscaping 

Hardscape design: 

Patricia Rogers, 
Rogers Construction 

Electrician: 

Michael Rogers, 
Rogers Construction 

Audio/visual: Alarm Man 
Low Voltage, LLC 

Carpenter: 

Michael Rogers, 
Rogers Construction 

Plumber: Vernon Hendriz 

HVAC: Atlantic Air 

Appliances: 

Ferguson Bath, Kitchen 
& Lighting Gallery 

Furniture: SHAH Studios 

LLC, Lee Industries, 
�' Four Hands, 
Bernhardt, Worlds Away, 
Eastern Accents, Surya, 
Gabby Home, Summer 
Classics, Kingsley Bate 

Art: SHAH Studios LLC 

All resources supplied by SHAH Architecture + Interiors. 




